Retired Nurse Practitioners, Pediatricians & Family Doctors

WE NEED VOLUNTEERS

Help Bring Quality Health Services Serving Low Income Children to Early Childcare Centers throughout Orange County & the El Sol Preschool Pilot in Santa Ana

Volunteers:
- Are part of an innovative, dynamic Health Screening program
- Identify health problems with the aim of disease prevention and health improvement

Process:
- Volunteers complete a brief application and personal interview
- Volunteers are provided Medical Malpractice Insurance

Contact Alejandro Tovares, Program Officer for Children First:
949-474-5884 or email atovares@meragefoundations.com

Children First
Expanding Lifetime Opportunities

Children First, A Merage Foundation works in collaboration with the Children and Families Commission and the OCCF Invest in Children Fund as well as other foundations, non profit groups and private sector leaders.